### Baby

#### Spanish Books

**How Do You Say? ¿Cómo Se Dice?**
by Angela Domínguez
JP Domínguez
The story of two giraffes that overcome the language barrier to forge a friendship.

**Besos for Baby**
by Jen Arena
JT Arena
Everyone has kisses for Baby, from ‘Mami’ and ‘Papi’ to ‘perro’ and ‘gato.’

#### Nonfiction Books

**Read to Your Baby Every Day**
by Chloe Giordano
J398.8 Rea
Introduce your baby to a world of words and pictures with these 30 classic nursery rhymes from the Mother Goose collection.

**ABC Baby Signs**
by Christiane Engel
J419 Eng
Features 26 of the most common, simple baby signs, including "all done," "more," and "please," to teach babies and toddlers basic ways to communicate with their hands before they can verbalize their needs.

---

**A Parade of Elephants**
by Kevin Henkes
JP Henkes
Five joyful elephants on a mission march up and over, over and under, and through and around from dawn to dusk before arriving at a surprise destination.

**Puppy Truck**
by J. Brian Pinkney
JP Pinkney
Wanting a puppy but receiving a toy truck instead, a little boy pets his truck, puts a leash around it and takes it to the park, where he struggles to figure out how to keep it from just sitting still.

**Busy Babies**
by Amy Schwartz
JP Schwartz
Busy babies blow bubbles, make trouble, ride in buggies and get carried in snugglies while happily interacting in their homes and community places.

**One Family**
by George Shannon
JP Shannon
A family can be many things, in this story that introduces numbered groups from one to ten.
**Board Books**

**I Am a Baby**
by Kathryn Madeline Allen
JT Allen
Candid photos and lively rhyming words combine in an endearing photo-book celebration of the questions that babies might have about themselves.

**Hide and Seek, Little Chameleon**
by Anita Bijsterbosch
JT Bijsterbosch
Preschoolers can spot a cleverly hidden Little Chameleon in a game of hide-and-seek.

**Baby's First Words**
by Stella Blackstone
JT Blackstone
Brief text relates the daily activities of a city baby with two daddies by featuring terms for objects, actions, and sounds.

**Little Fish and Mommy**
by Lucy Cousins
JT Cousins
Mommy Fish teaches Little Fish how to swim, blow big bubbles and say hello to all their friends on a special day of shared playtime beneath the waves.

**Jane Foster's Dinosaurs**
by Jane Foster
JT Foster
Presents illustrations of a fossil, dinosaur eggs and such dinosaurs as tyrannosaurus rex, plesiosaurus and triceratops.

**Yoga Bug: Simple Poses for Little Ones**
by Sarah Jane Hinder
JT Hinder
An introduction to yoga with ten authentic yoga poses named after insects, including the spider, butterfly and ladybug.

**Cows!**
by John Hutton
JT Hutton
Play and learn with cows of all colors, shapes and sizes.

**Go Baby! Go Dog!**
by Anne Kennedy
JT Kennedy
A baby continues to follow the family dog, which runs away because it just wants to be alone, until the lonely baby begins to cry.

**All Kinds of People**
by Shelley Rotner
JT Rotner
A colorful exploration of diversity for toddlers. Cocoa, tan, rose and almond—people come in lots of shades. Even in the same family there are differences.

**Picture Books**

**Baby Goes to Market**
by Atinuke
JP Atinuke
A baby and his doting mama navigate a bustling Nigerian marketplace, where the baby sneaks fruits into his mother's basket.

**Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Car**
by Kate Dopirak
JP Dopirak
A little red car takes a final cruise around town before going to bed, beeping good-night to all his vehicular friends.

**Baby Day**
by Jane Godwin
JP Godwin
A baby's first birthday is celebrated with neighbors, including several baby friends who demonstrate how they can be shy, friendly, strong, sunny and more.